[[Date]]

Upated Version - Apologies to Emily and the WA team who sent through their update but the
preparer (ie me) missed it.

Dear [[First Name]]

What times we live in!
Hopefully many across the country are enjoying a resumption to near normal activities, whilst those
elsewhere are managing to navigate the numerous and varied challenges that keep arising. Stay well and
be inspired by the breadth of wonderful activities that DEA continues to lead and contribute to, all whilst
implementing the recommendations of our major organisational review to ensure DEA is the effective,
inspiring organisation equipped to support our members in their vital work.
Thank you for your ongoing support and thank you once again for giving so generously to DEA’s Annual
Appeal! If you would like to support DEA you can still Donate Here

#Healthyrecovery
DEA has an exciting launch to look out for on Tuesday 11 August.
Following on from our #climatehealthemergency campaign and our #TurnOffTheGas campaign, DEA has
brought together an impressive group of medical organisations including the AMA, RACGP, RACP, ACEM,
RANZCP, RANZCOG, ACRRM, CICM, and AMSA on a joint statement calling on the Prime Minister to prioritise
public health in its economic stimulus package.
The group representing over 75% of all doctors in Australia acknowledges that we are amidst two global
public health emergencies that demand our attention and while our immediate focus is on the COVID
pandemic, the economic recovery package offers us an unprecedented opportunity to forge a new path and
address climate change by transitioning away from fossil fuels - both coal and gas - to renewable energy;
investing in green infrastructure and public transport, and projects that help preserve our natural
environment.
Please support and share this Statement on its release and if you haven’t already, watch our video on gas
and sign up to our #TurnOffTheGas petition. The message is clear. Gas is hazardous to your health, with its
fugitive emissions further fuelling our climate disasters and the mining process threatening environment and
health.
As DEA Scientific Advisory member Prof Peter Newman writes in this week’s The Conversation article
Creative destruction: the COVID-19 economic crisis is accelerating the demise of fossil fuels, in relation to
renewable energy, electromobility and smart technology, “The only thing that will put the brake on these
technologies becoming the core of the new economy sooner rather than later are backward-looking
government policies that seek to prop up an obsolete fossil-fuel economy”.

Upcoming DEA events and training opportunities

The Health Effects of Climate Change: An introduction for general practice.
This free webinar is provided by DEA and is a CPD activity (2 Points) with the RACGP. Although primarily
aimed at GPs, all interested parties are very welcome to attend.
Time: Tuesday the 25th of August at 7pm EST via Zoom
Please register via the link on myCPD or contact Dr Kate Wylie for further details at
drkate@climatemedicine.net.

Gender & climate justice workshops for DEA members
A series of workshops on gender and climate justice are being offered free of charge to DEA members.
There are two ways to get involved, and men are particularly encouraged to participate!
1. A series of three 90-minute online workshops addressing:
#1 Systems of Power & Climate Justice/First Nations perspectives
#2 Intersectional Feminism & Climate Impacts on Women
#3 Action Plan (tailored specifically for DEA)
When: 8 Sept, 29 Sept and 20 Oct at 7.30-9pm AEST

2. A single two-hour online workshop
that condenses the content of the three-workshop course, with less discussion.
When: 26 Aug 7.30-9.30pm AEST
For more information and to register click here.

DEA AGM 9th October, 2020
This year, DEA is holding its Annual General Meeting in Brisbane on October 9th. It will involve a keynote
speaker address and social event. Planning of the event is currently in its early stages. With COVID
restrictions in place, it is uncertain to what extent the event can be held in person so it will be streamed
online. Qld DEA are seeking more volunteers to join the organising committee. If you are interested, please
email DEA QLD. All are welcome, particularly anyone with a specific interest or skill, such as in technology or
communication.

Federal AMA
DEA congratulates and welcomes the successful candidates for National AMA President and Vice President
elected on 1 August 2020 and wishes them well in their very wide ranging and responsible roles.
National AMA President, Dr Omar Khorshid, is an orthopaedic surgeon from Perth and a former President of
AMA WA. National Vice-President Dr Chris Moy, is a general practitioner from Adelaide and current President
of AMA SA.
DEA has had extensive interaction and communication with both doctors in the past who have expressed
their understanding of many of the diverse challenges to health including that of climate change. They are

now in a position to address them with added authority.
We would also like to thank Dr Tony Bartone for his leadership over the last 2 years as National President.
During this time the AMA has increasingly raised concerns about environmental threats to health and
worked collaboratively with DEA.

Special Interest Group Updates
BIODIVERSITY
National nature laws- the EPBC Act
In late July Graeme Samuel released his Interim Report on his review of the EPBC Act. As outlined in the
last newsletter, this review occurs every 10 years and DEA provided a detailed submission to the review and
met with the Federal Environment Minister, Sussan Ley, to emphasise our concerns regarding the failure of
our laws to protect the natural environment. Despite there being no ecologists or environmental law experts
on his panel, Graeme Samuel’s report had some worthy recommendations- the development of National
Environmental Standards to be overseen by an independent regulator for example. But he also called for a
devolution of responsibility to the states, and the dependence of human health on environmental health was
mentioned only once in the 117-page report.
Curiously, our submission and that of other health bodies including CAHA and the PHA are not yet on the
public website whilst hundreds of others are. Given the failure of Graeme Samuel to adequately address the
significance of the natural environment for human health, one wonders if these submissions have been
properly considered. This is deeply concerning given the open letter signed by over 180 health professionals
and leading health groups as well as Nobel Laureate Professor Peter Doherty and former Australian of the
Year Professor Fiona Stanley.
For our detailed response to the Interim Report click here.
Please provide your feedback to Graeme Samuel here.
Grasslands
Did you know Victoria’s grasslands are a critically endangered ecosystem with just 1% of this 20,000-yearold ecosystem remaining? The volcanic plain to the west of Melbourne has been eroded since colonisation as
farming then housing estates took over. In a clear example of why State governments are incapable of
taking sole responsibility for our natural environment the Western Grassland Reserve, to have been created
by 2020 by the Victorian government, is only 10% of its promised size. To find out about this precious
ecosystem, home to the golden sun moth, chocolate lilies and growling grass frogs see here.
Pocket forests
For some inspiration on how we can create miniature urban forests check out this article. Describing the
‘Miyawaki’ method, in which areas the size of a tennis court are densely planted with biodiverse indigenous
plants, this piece explains the myriad of human health and environmental benefits of such an approach and
the way its greening urban spaces in India, the Amazon and Europe.

DIVESTMENT
Health Super Funds leading the way
No sooner had health super fund HESTA announced it had completed divestment from thermal coal, than
First State Super launched their Climate Change Portfolio Transition Plan, with even stronger targets to
reduce the carbon emissions of their investments.

First State Super (FSS) will have exited all companies with >10% thermal coal by October, a more stringent
screen than HESTA which has divested all companies with >15% in thermal coal. FSS also have a very near
term target in 2023 to have a 30% carbon reduction in their listed equities. HESTA’s 2030 target is 30% and
FSS is 45%, while both have pledged Zero carbon by 2050.
We are meeting again with FSS this week to congratulate them on their comprehensive plan and to talk to
them about how their approach to gas is going to fit in. They are leading the CA100+ work with Australian
gas giants Origin Energy, Santos and AGL, and DEA would like to see them moving well beyond engagement
and towards divestment. Watch this space!
Divestment Checklist:
How clean is my bank? Visit the comparison table
Am I in a super fund with a fossil free socially responsible fund and if so have I selected it?
Have I visited the Market Forces website to participate in their initiatives and review their information?
If you are interested in divestment and would like to join our Special Interest Group nationally then please
let us know! Helen Redmond, convenor, drhelenfr@gmail.com

HEALTH AND ENERGY
Gas continues to dominate the energy space as Santos’ Narribri gas project nears some sort of conclusion,
and the government’s National Covid19 Coordination Commission (NCCC) pushes for a taxpayer funded
‘gas-led recovery’, cheered on by the Federal Government.
DEA member Dr Helen Redmond, who authored a Supplementary Submission on the Narribri Project to the
NSW Independent Planning Commission, spoke on behalf of DEA at a public hearing of the IPC. Despite over
22,000 submissions against the project there is a risk that it will proceed. Helen’s presentation to the IPC
can be found at 57 minutes into this Facebook video from Lock the Gate Alliance.
Meanwhile further evidence has emerged of the levels of fugitive methane emissions from gas extraction in
the US, based on terrestrial and satellite measurements. This follows the important paper in Nature early
this year which showed that fossil methane from the gas industry has been grossly underestimated. Global
methane in 2017, the last year in which total methane increase was recorded, was at a record high.
Professor Melissa Haswell also spoke at the IPC. This was reported in an article in the Australian Financial
Review quoted here…… “University of Sydney Professor of Environmental Wellbeing Melissa Haswell warned
of dangers to human health the project could pose through endocrine disrupting chemicals found in oil and
gas wastewater that can affect human reproductive function and child development, even at extremely low
concentrations”.
The NCCC in its report to the government urges ‘cutting red and green tape’, tax incentives for the gas
industry, and underwriting new gas projects. The taskforce has been widely criticized by environmental
groups for its lack of transparency and potential conflicts of interest in its composition, weighted heavily as
it is with gas industry individuals. There is no consideration in their report of the climate impacts of their
proposals.
The Australian Energy Market Operator AEMO has released an update of its Integrated System Plan. The
Plan considers 5 scenarios, including a business as usual scenario and a “Step Change Scenario” where it
envisages gas will have a declining role in electricity generation and deep decarbonization of the energy
sector will be possible but much will depend on climate policy and a carbon price.
Energy expert Tim Forcey has described how heat pumps for heating water and heating and cooling interiors
(‘reverse cycle’) are more efficient than gas, less polluting, cheaper, and produce very low emissions, even
when powered from the existing grid.

Some States offer clean energy certificates for replacing old water heaters with heat pumps. The Sierra Club
has described the impact of heat pumps in the United States.
Two gas import terminals are proposed near RAMSAR wetlands at Westernport and Geelong-see Victoria
report.

DEA STUDENTS
AMSA Code Green: Greening Hospitals Hackathon
Over July 17-19th, medical students across the country came together to brainstorm ways to green hospitals
and pitch these to a panel of expert judges from a variety of environmentally oriented fields. 21 teams
participated, resulting in three different projects with the aim to make hospitals more sustainable on a
national level. The top two highest-rated ideas were awarded $3000 and $2000 from the Lord Mayor’s
Charitable Fund to help their proposals become a reality. Congratulations to all DEA students involved!

DEA Meme Competition
If you consider yourself a meme connoisseur, make sure you enter DEA’s meme competition! Submit your
original DEA-themed meme to the Doctors for the Environment Students Facebook page. There are some
great prizes to be won, including DEA merchandise and Patagonia and Biome vouchers. Anyone can enter,
not just students, as long as you are a DEA member and have liked the Doctors for the Environment
Students Facebook page. Entries close on 19/08/20 so get in quickly.

QUEENSLAND

Urannah Dam
The Urannah Dam is a proposed development north-east of Mackay on the Broken River which will largely
benefit coal mining industries in the Bowen Basin, and maybe even Adani’s mine. There are many potential
negative environmental impacts from this dam, which you can read more about in an article from the
Mackay Conservation Group here. DEA QLD have completed a submission to refer the dam proposal to the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act for review and we will await the outcome.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Members of the SA DEA Committee visited the office of State Transport Minister SA Mr Stephen Knoll on July
2nd. The Minister declined to meet with us but we had an hour long interview with his advisor Mr Bluck. DEA
stressed the importance of transport policy in the context of health, emphasizing the Health in All policy
approach. Discussed were public transport, electrification of transport - especially buses, active transport
and urban planning.
Ingo Weber arranged a meeting at the office of Business SA on July 27th. Present were Mr Martin Haese
Chair of Business SA and the Premier’s Climate Change Council, Dr Chris Moy Chair of AMA SA, Dr Chris
Lease Deputy Chief Public Health Officer, and representatives from the Department of Environment and
Water, and for DEA Drs Kimberly Humphrey Chair DEA SA, Graeme McLeay and Ingo Weber. A very full
discussion of what a Covid19 recovery stimulus should look like followed, using the Health in all Policies
framework. DEA drew attention to the Beyond Zero Emissions report. Mr Haese spoke of the need for some
economic modelling of the health impacts of climate change and pollution and DEA agreed to forward this to
him. The Deputy CHO pointed out that not much has changed in the need for better public transport policies
in the past decade.

VICTORIA
The Victorian committee of DEA is currently working on submissions about the following issues:
Senate inquiry into ecosystem decline in Victoria
The Legislative Council Environment and Planning Committee has commenced an inquiry into ecosystem
decline in Victoria that will look at measures to restore habitats and populations of threatened and
endangered species.
AGL’s proposed gas terminal for Westernport Bay
AGL Energy is pushing ahead with its plans to permanently moor a 290-metre long floating gas terminal
in the middle of our precious wetlands in Westernport Bay. This project spells disaster for the local
community, our internationally-recognised Ramsar wetlands, and our climate. AGL’s application for
environmental assessment is finally opened to feedback from the public – see here.
Victorian DEA members will also be speaking on the health impacts of gas at a number of public
webinars arranged by Environment Victoria over the next few weeks.
Talks and webinars:
Our Monash University student group are facilitating a webinar panel discussion at 5.30pm on
Wednesday 5th August titled “Climate Change - a health emergency”. Speakers included Prof Tony
Capon (Director, Monash Sustainable Development), Prof Yuming Guo (Head of Monash Climate, Air
Quality Research Institute), Fiona Armstrong (Director, Climate and Health Alliance) and Dr Rhonda
Garad (senior lecturer and research fellow, Greens candidate). Congratulations to the students for
their efforts in organising this event. More information on the event is available here.

DEA’s Dr Karen Kiang and Dr Forbes McGain are speaking at an RACP webinar about healthcare
sustainability on Monday August 10th at 6-7pm. The topic responds to data showing that the
healthcare industry is responsible for up to 7% of emissions in Australia and 8% in New Zealand. This
environmentally empowering talk will address some of the barriers and challenges of improving
healthcare sustainability within the hospital system. More information and registrations here.
Dr John Iser is speaking as part of a City of Yarra panel discussion titled ‘A renewables-led recovery:
towards a safe, healthy, zero-emissions future’ on August 11th between 630-8pm. For those who wish
to attend virtually, you can register here.

Western Australia
This last few months have seen DEA WA Members continue to be active in the 'Climate and Health
Community of Practice'. Recent activities include a Webinar on a ‘An economic response to Covid that is
good for public health’ in Mid June. This saw over 160 participants sign up to join discussions on how Public
Health can remain central to the covid recovery for WA and Australia.
Members continue working toward ‘Greening Health Services’ across WA, being active in health service
Sustainability Committees. Over the last few months we have seen several more health services join up to
the GGHH network and work toward developing their own Sustainability Frameworks. - Several committee
members were recently involved in a meeting with Dr Andrew Miller, AMA WA President. Positive steps are
being made toward a strong partnership with AMA WA.
Committee Members continue to be involved in the Renew WA Campaign, Renew WA is a broad collaboration
of WA organisations who are working toward commitment to climate action and a clean energy future for
WA in the lead up to the state election next year.
The DEA WA committee and general state members also recently came together in a wonderful Social event
on the top of Mount Bakewell. After a hair raising 20 minute drive up the unsealed dirt track everyone
enjoyed a relaxing afternoon planning the future directions for DEA WA entertained by beautiful views over
the valley.

Looking forward we are expecting to see the release of the WA Climate and Health Inquiry. We await the
outcome of the findings and hope to see positive movement and commitment by WA Health in this space.

Wanted: Volunteer Graphic Designer
Members, do you know a talented graphic designer who could help us?
DEA requires the services of a volunteer Graphic Designer who can assist us with the production of our 2020
Annual Report. This is a great opportunity for anyone with graphic design experience to gain exposure with
a national organisation or an established graphic designer who would like to contribute to the protection of
health and the environment.

This position will work with a small team of volunteers and staff. Design credit will be provided.
If you have had experience designing and laying out annual reports, magazine spreads or similar or would
like further information regarding the role please email admin@dea.org.au.
It is anticipated that the person would need to commence work around Monday 17 August 2020, however
this is negotiable.

Further upcoming National/international events from other organisations:
The 8th World Sustainability Forum is being held between 15-17 September 2020. Click here for
further information.
University of Melbourne is hosting a symposium titled “Sustainable Development Goals – Climate
Change and Cities” on Sept 30 – Oct 2nd 2020. Click here for further information
Aussie Bioquest: the fourth annual ‘Great Aussie Bioquest’ will be held during science week; from
August 15th-23rd 2020. To participate, simply download the QuestaGame app to submit, identify and
share sightings of plant and animal life. Collected data goes to the Atlas of Living Australia for
biodiversity and conservation. There are plenty of prizes are on offer in this enjoyable way to
contribute to biodiversity research and education. See the website for more details.

DEA in the news - July 2020
Climate Change and COVID Unmask Health Fault Lines – But There’s a Way Out
MedicGuild, 30 July
Two-part feature story which mentions Drs Graeme McLeay and Ingo Weber and A/Prof Katherine Barraclough
Climate Change and COVID Unmask Health Fault Lines – But There’s a Way Out
The Role of the Medical Community in Tackling the Climate Change and Health Inequality Crises

New Hope's New Acland mine: No hope for health and environment
Independent Australia, 28 July
Oped by Dr David Shearman that mentions DEA.

Clean air should be a right not a dirty secret
Newcastle Herald, 24 July
Oped By Dr Bob Vickers

Port Macquarie Hastings Sustainability Network receives $30,000 grant for climate change
resilience project
Port Macquarie News, July 23
News story that mentions DEA’s support for this project.

Covid-19: research that doesn’t make the headlines
Newsport, 14 July
News story that quotes A/Prof Vicki Kotsirilos AM.

Terminal fears for bay if gas hub approved
Geelong Advertiser, 7 July
News story featuring Dr Liz Bashfield.
Paywall.

Idle Off project launches to reduce vehicles idling at schools
The Driven, 6 July
Mentions DEA as one of the organisations supporting this project.
Climate change is the next health crisis we face
The Canberra Times, 29 June
Oped by Dr Beau Frigault

Connect with us on social media!
Keep abreast of the latest DEA news and events, as well as health and environment stories, reports, studies
and insights by connecting with us on Facebook, twitter and instagram!

@DocsEnvAus

@doctorsfortheEnvironment

